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Lisa Clemmer, a 37-year-old bibliophile from Richmond, Va., remembers the first time she read Alice Walker’s “The Color Purple.” She was in college, at Virginia Commonwealth University, and Walker’s novel introduced her to a world she knew nothing about.“The Color Purple” proved so transformative that Clemmer has read it four times.“I like to
go back just to reinvigorate that feeling. I get all tingly from it. It moves me to a different time and place,” says Clemmer, who just a year ago last read Walker’s Pulitzer Prize-winning story of blacks in rural, segregated Georgia.Clemmer’s taste is not unique. According to a study by the American Library Association, “The Color Purple” ranks among
the fiction most commonly re-read. Others include the Harry Potter books, the “Lord of the Rings” trilogy, Jane Austen’s “Pride and Prejudice” and Shakespeare’s plays.“I think books that get re-read have characters or scenes or lessons that people want to go back to again and again,” says Neal Wyatt, the head of an ad hoc ALA committee that
analyzed what books are re-read.“Some books need repetitive readings just to feel like you got it. And sometimes it’s not even fair to say the books are re-read because you’re a different person each time you read them,” Wyatt said.Also cited by the committee: F. Scott Fitzgerald’s “The Great Gatsby,” Harper Lee’s “To Kill a Mockingbird,” Laura
Ingalls Wilder’s “Little House on the Prairie,” Charles Dickens’ “A Christmas Carol” and A.A. Milne’s “Winnie the Pooh.” The ALA committee was composed of both librarians and editors with the trade publications Library Journal and Booklist.The findings were not ranked and were based both on the committee members’ personal opinions and those
of library patrons. Only novels, plays and short stories were considered; panel officials said the Bible and the Quran are likely the most re-read texts in the world.Many reasons to revisit booksThe ALA selections all share one quality: they were encountered in youth, whether assigned in school, read to by a parent or discovered on one’s own. But
favorite works are revisited for various reasons. “A Christmas Carol” is a holiday classic, while the summertime setting of “Gatsby” makes it an ideal beach read. One committee member, Joyce Saricks, says that the frequent staging of Shakespeare’s plays inevitably leads to re-readings of the texts.“I get a lot of people who tell me that they’re going to
see a production of ‘King Lear’ and they want to read the play. And then after they see the production, they might re-read the play again,” says Saricks, who recently retired after more than 25 years at the Downers Grove Public Library in suburban Chicago.For professional writers, re-reading can be as much for education as for pleasure. Susan
Minot, whose books include the novels “Monkeys” and “Folly,” said she likes to go back to the works of William Faulkner and Ernest Hemingway. She doesn’t read the whole book necessarily, just enough to remind her of why those writers matter.“They were probably the earliest authors who blew my mind, and so they’re the ones I’ll check back with,
getting reacquainted with the voice,” she says.Richard Ford, author of the Pulitzer Prize-winning “Independence Day,” said he likes to re-read Walker Percy’s “The Moviegoer” in a “a purely sensuous way.” Jeffrey Eugenides, author of the Pulitzer Prize-winning “Middlesex,” says he re-reads Saul Bellow’s “Herzog” obsessively, almost continuously,
calling it his “literary caffeine.”“The language of that book, which is to my mind Bellow’s greatest achievement, reminds me of what I’d like to be doing,” Eugenides said.Revisiting an old favorite can enrich your appreciation of it — or destroy it. Saricks says she was “horrified” when she went back to Hemingway. Mystery writer Lawrence Block loved
reading James T. Farrell as a child, but as an adult found the prose “leaden.” Minot had an even more disappointing reunion with Thomas Wolfe’s verbose “You Can’t Go Home Again.”“I read that in high school and it was incredible,” she said. “But when I looked at it again, I thought, ‘Oh, no.’ It didn’t hold up. I read just one page and I quickly closed
up the book.” Go to Author-Date: Sample Citations The following examples illustrate the notes and bibliography system. Sample notes show full citations followed by shortened citations for the same sources. Sample bibliography entries follow the notes. For more details and many more examples, see chapter 14 of The Chicago Manual of Style. For
examples of the same citations using the author-date system, follow the Author-Date link above. Book Notes Shortened notes Bibliography entries (in alphabetical order) For many more examples, covering virtually every type of book, see 14.100–163 in The Chicago Manual of Style. Chapter or other part of an edited book In a note, cite specific pages.
In the bibliography, include the page range for the chapter or part. Note Shortened note Bibliography entry In some cases, you may want to cite the collection as a whole instead. Note Shortened note Bibliography entry For more examples, see 14.103–5 and 14.106–12 in The Chicago Manual of Style. Translated book Note Shortened note Bibliography
entry E-book For books consulted online, include a URL or the name of the database. For other types of e-books, name the format. If no fixed page numbers are available, cite a section title or a chapter or other number in the notes, if any (or simply omit). Notes Shortened notes Bibliography entries (in alphabetical order) For more examples, see
14.159–63 in The Chicago Manual of Style. Journal article In a note, cite specific page numbers. In the bibliography, include the page range for the whole article. For articles consulted online, include a URL or the name of the database. Many journal articles list a DOI (Digital Object Identifier). A DOI forms a permanent URL that begins . This URL is
preferable to the URL that appears in your browser’s address bar. Notes Shortened notes Bibliography entries (in alphabetical order) Journal articles often list many authors, especially in the sciences. If there are four or more authors, list up to ten in the bibliography; in a note, list only the first, followed by et al. (“and others”). For more than ten
authors (not shown here), list the first seven in the bibliography, followed by et al. Note Shortened note Bibliography entry For more examples, see 14.168–87 in The Chicago Manual of Style. News or magazine article Articles from newspapers or news sites, magazines, blogs, and the like are cited similarly. Page numbers, if any, can be cited in a note
but are omitted from a bibliography entry. If you consulted the article online, include a URL or the name of the database. Notes Shortened notes Bibliography entries (in alphabetical order) Readers’ comments are cited in the text or in a note but omitted from a bibliography. Note For more examples, see 14.188–90 (magazines), 14.191–200
(newspapers), and 14.208 (blogs) in The Chicago Manual of Style. Book review Note Shortened note Bibliography entry Interview Note Shortened note Bibliography entry Thesis or dissertation Note Shortened note Bibliography entry Website content It is often sufficient simply to describe web pages and other website content in the text (“As of May
1, 2017, Yale’s home page listed . . .”). If a more formal citation is needed, it may be styled like the examples below. For a source that does not list a date of publication or revision, include an access date (as in example note 2). Notes Shortened notes Bibliography entries (in alphabetical order) For more examples, see 14.205–10 in The Chicago Manual
of Style. For multimedia, including live performances, see 14.261–68. Social media content Citations of content shared through social media can usually be limited to the text (as in the first example below). A note may be added if a more formal citation is needed. In rare cases, a bibliography entry may also be appropriate. In place of a title, quote up
to the first 160 characters of the post. Comments are cited in reference to the original post. Text Notes Shortened notes Bibliography entry Personal communication Personal communications, including email and text messages and direct messages sent through social media, are usually cited in the text or in a note only; they are rarely included in a
bibliography. Note Full Note 1. Author First Name Surname, "Chapter Title in Quotation Marks," in Book Title: Subtitle, ed. Editor First Name Surname (Place of Publication: Publisher, Year), page #. Shortened Note 2. Author Surname, "Chapter Title in Quotation Marks," page #. Bibliography Author Surname, First Name or Initial. "Chapter Title in
Quotation Marks." In Book Title: Subtitle, edited by Editor First Name Surname, page range of chapter. Place of Publication: Publisher, Year. Example Full Note 1. Bob Stewart, "Wag of the Tail: Reflecting on Pet Ownership," in Enriching Our Lives with Animals, ed. John Jaimeson, Tony Bannerman and Selena Wong (Toronto, ON: Petlove Press,
2007),100. Shortened Note 2. Stewart, "Wag of the Tail," 102. Bibliography Stewart, Bob. "Wag of the Tail: Reflecting on Pet Ownership." In Enriching Our Lives with Animals, edited by John Jaimeson, Tony Bannerman and Selena Wong, 97-105. Toronto, ON: Petlove Press, 2007. See The Chicago Manual (p. 803) for more information on citing one
contribution in a multi-author book. See The Chicago Manual (pp. 799-828) for more information and examples on citing books.
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